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“This is the entire essence of life: Who are you? What are you?” Leo Tolstoy  
 

May 2019  
 
Dear Pines Students, Staff, and Families,  
 
As a we head into May, I look forward to sharing a story that will encourage our students to find safety 
and comfort in the pursuit of finding their own voices, even when following that course presents some 
possible struggles. Throughout our lives, we will face numerous challenges, such as making healthy 
choices, developing and maintaining relationships, and navigating our own ways through life. In a world 
filled with conflicting and evolving messages, this ongoing process can take us through many twists and 
turns.  
 
In Vern Kousky’s story, The Blue Songbird, our May Book of the Month, readers meet a young blue 
songbird on a golden island, who listens to her sisters’ beautiful songs each morning. Unable to sing like 
they sing, she anguishes that there seem to be no songs for her in the world. Inspired by her mother’s 
words to “go and find a special song” that she alone can sing, the blue songbird sets off on a journey of 
self-discovery and exploration.  
 
As she searches from shore to shore and once again, finds herself back home, the young bird learns that 
value of finding her own ways through life and in discovering the unique gifts she is able to share with the 
world.  As Friedrich Nietzsche said long ago, “No one can build you the bridge on which you, and only you, 
must cross the river of life.” It is in this spirit of pursuing their own unique voices and gifts that I 
encourage our young readers to savor this heartfelt story. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dr. DiMuzio 

Dr. DiMuzio 
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